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You want it so bad that it almost feels like a mirage.

You’re putting in the efforts but not reaping the rewards.

The elusive dream of building big arms feels more and more difficult.

And do you know what? You COULD be wasting your time, doing stupid and ineffective things.

And, who knows? Maybe you’re doomed to walk around with small arms for the rest of your life.
Maybe building big guns isn’t for everyone.

Except.. that is not true. Because millions have already done it. Enhanced or not.

And you’re no different. With the right knowledge and continuously putting in the effort, you just
might do it too.

The goal is not unreachable; it’s the mindset and lack of knowledge that trip most people up.

What is the biceps muscle itself:
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The bicep muscle has two heads – short, inner and long,
outer head that work together.

There is also the brachialis muscle. An assisting muscle
that helps with elbow flexion. You can only see a small
part of it between your biceps and triceps because it
actually lies underneath. And because of it’s position, the
bigger it grows, the more it pushes out your biceps up
making it look taller. 

Both heads of the biceps arise from the scapula and attach to the radius bone.

How should we approach training the bicep

Because the bicep has two heads, you can emphasize one over the other with the exercises
you choose and the grip width you use.

The Long Head

You can better target the long head of your biceps by using narrow-grip on your barbell
curls(either with a straight or EZ bar). And here are 2 additional exercises that emphasize the
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long head: Seated Incline Dumbbell Bicep Curl  & Dumbbell Hammer Curl.

You will probably have to lower the weight down a bit from your regular dumbbell curls. Still,
don’t underestimate this exercise because it will hit the long head of your biceps and help
develop the peak.

An especially good exercise to hit the long head of your biceps, brachialis and forearms at the
same time.

I prefer to do them seated as it allows me to control the weight better without using momentum.

The Short Head

For the short head of the biceps, you can incorporate wide grip barbell curls. Here are two more
exercises that emphasize the short head more: Seated Wide-Grip EZ-Bar Preacher Curl &
Spider Curl.

The Brachialis

As I mentioned above, the brachialis is a muscle that lies underneath the biceps and assists in
elbow flexion. And although the brachialis gets worked during most of the curls you do, you can
put more emphasis on it with an exercise like the dumbbell hammer curl we saw above.

One Often Ignored Aspect of Proper Bicep Training

Training your biceps seems relatively simple, right? You grab a weight and you curl it through
the range of motion.

Something like this:
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Although training your biceps and stimulating them to grow does come down to this essential
movement, it goes a bit further than that.

You see, on its own, this movement is going to cause some damage and growth in your biceps.
But, you also need one other addition to making your workouts worthwhile.

And that is wrist supination at the top of the movement. For those of you unfamiliar with the
term, wrist supination means to rotate it up towards the ceiling:
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The biceps’ main functions are to flex the forearm at the elbow and to supinate your wrists. The
only way to reach a peak contraction at the top of a curl is to have your wrists facing the
ceiling or supinating.

This simple movement ensures that each repetition you do makes your biceps work as much as
possible. In turn, this leads to better strength and muscle gains.

Here is a simple 2-step exercise you can do to confirm that this is true:

1.Keep your arm to your side and with your wrist in neutral position, bend at the elbow to form a
90-degree angle.

2.Now, without trying to contract your bicep, supinate your wrist to face the ceiling. You will see
how your bicep muscle peaks a bit without you even trying to flex it.

You can also do it with a light dumbbell if it helps you feel your bicep more.

Here is what I want you to take away from all this:

Yes, bicep training is mostly doing curls. But the way you do them makes all the difference.
Supinate your wrists at the top of the movement to achieve a peak contraction.

If you should ever have trouble with wrist pain when you’re curling, I recommend this video.

With that said, let’s get into the 7 ways to force more bicep growth:

1.Develop good mind-muscle connection

Before you can even think of developing big biceps, you need to establish good mind-muscle
connection. A lot of people have a poor connection to their biceps and are frustrated with their
lack of growth.

Although bicep training may seem easy, it actually requires a lot of mental focus to get the most
out of each rep. If you find yourself curling and not feeling the biceps working, this could be the
case for you.
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It can be the case for the non-dominant arm or both. The bottom line is, you need to work on
your mind muscle connection.

But how does one do that?

Well, there is no quick fix here. You need mindful practice. Take light weights and practice great
form on each bicep movement. Be in control of the weight 100% of the time. Don’t just swing it
from point A to point B.

One great isolation exercise to get you going is the dumbbell preacher curl. Because it removes
your shoulders from the curl, you can establish good mind-muscle connection with your bicep.

Taking advantage of the eccentric contraction is another great way to develop good mind-
muscle connection.

Use an exercise like the barbell cheat curl to do that. The idea is: add a bit more weight on a bar
than you normally curl. Use a bit of momentum and muscle-up the barbell to the top of the curl.
Don’t overextend your low back. On the way down, try to control the weight as much as you can
with your biceps.

Here’s a video demonstration.

If you are a complete beginner and you can’t feel your biceps when doing curls, you should
practice contracting them many times a day. Flex and extend your elbows in different planes of
motion and put as much mental effort as you can into contracting your biceps and feeling them.

Most guys won’t have much trouble establishing the mind-muscle connection. And some will
only have trouble activating the bicep of their non-dominant hand. But one thing is for sure: you
need to practice.

2.Progressively overload your biceps on each movement

The principle of progressive overload is the main thing separating training from exercising.
Exercising means to move your body, sustain your physical fitness and health. There is no
element of progression there.

Training is different. There is an emphasis on progress and improving your performance over
time.

Whether your goals at the gym are muscle-growth-focused or gaining strength, you need to
adhere to the principle of progressive overload if you want gains.

The principle states:

In order for a person to improve their performance, be it more strength, speed, muscle growth or
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other, that person would have to progressively put their body under more stress than it has
previously experienced.

I’m paraphrasing here but you get the idea: If you want your biceps to grow, you need to
overload them as time passes. If you keep on doing the same thing week after week, chances
are, you aren’t growing.

There are many ways to achieve progressive overload in your training. Here are some of them:

1.Lift more weight.

2.Do more repetitions with the same weight.

3.Do more sets in less time (smaller rest periods).

4.Do the exercise with a longer range of motion.

5.Do more sets with the same weight.

6.Lift the same load and volume more often throughout the week.

7.Lift the same weight with less effort and better form.

As you can see, adding pounds on the bar is not the only way to overload your muscles. And
with curling exercises, it’s that much more important to take advantage of other ways to
overload your bicep. More weight can lead to bad form.

Focus on small improvements on a weekly basis and never allow yourself to get comfortable
with your training.

3.Give Your Biceps Enough Work

Training volume is one of the key drivers for muscle growth. The amount of work you give your
biceps needs to be enough for them to grow. No exercise technique and hack can help you skip
that fact.

The problem is, it’s hard to pinpoint exactly how much work we should do to optimize our
results. It is more or less done through trial and error.

There are certain guidelines you can follow to get a rough idea where to start, though. For
smaller muscles (such as the bicep), the general recommendations are to do between 6 and 9
working sets per week.

If you are more on the newbie side, I’d start with 6 per week and see where it takes me. If you’re
more in the intermediate zone and are having difficulty growing your arms, I’d suggest going 9+
sets per week.
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You can also increase the frequency of bicep training to add extra work here and there.

For example:

If you have a dedicated day for arms, do a few sets for the bicep at the end of your pull (or back)
workout.

If you train bicep after back, add a few sets for bicep at the end of a different workout such as
legs, chest or shoulders.

Strategically adding more work for your biceps here and there can help them grow as opposed
to just hitting them once per week.

It’s also important to note that excessive lifting to failure may seem cool when the pros are
doing it and their coaches are shouting “COME ON! ONE MORE!” in their ears, but it actually is
counterproductive in most cases.

You see, since training volume is such a crucial part of muscle growth, you need to think in
terms of: “How can I get the most out of this entire workout?”, rather than “How can I squeeze
the most out of this one set I’m doing now?”.

When you take a set to failure, you compromise your ability to perform on the same level after
that. And what might seem like a great idea to curl ‘till you can’t feel your biceps anymore,
actually hinders you.

Think of it this way:

Let’s say that there are two people curling beside each other. Person A is the typical gym bro
who takes each set to failure like his life depends on it. Person B, on the other hand, is much
more strategic with his fatigue and stops SHORT of failure on each set.

Both guys take a pair of dumbbells and do 4 total sets of curls.

Person A exhausts his biceps completely on set 1 after he gets 13 total reps (when he should’ve
stopped at 10). Then set 2 is 8 reps. Sets 3 is 5-6 reps. And set 4 is no more than 3 reps. His
total repetitions done are 29-30.

Person B does 10 repetitions on the first 3 sets and each time stops short of failure. But the
fatigue from the first 3 sets catches up to him and on the 4th he hits failure on the 10th rep.
Person B does a total of 40 repetitions compared to the 29 Person A gets.

Now, looking at this scenario from a purely work volume point, you can see that person B, doing
more work, will get better results.

Lifting to failure is a tool you should use but not all the time. Take only a handful of sets in the
entire workout to failure, preferably the last ones for each muscle you train. That way, you can
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push yourself to the limits on occasion and still reap the benefits of smart training.

4.Don’t use momentum

An advice I find myself giving more and more is: be in control of the weight!

This is a concept that a lot of lifters can’t understand.

And it’s a shame.

When training your biceps, it’s easy to cheat and make your training ineffective. Imagine doing
straight bar bicep curls, swinging your body back and forth and involving your shoulders. Do you
think your biceps are going to be targeted enough to force growth? No, I didn’t think so either.

The good news is, you can start seeing positive results from your training by making a few slight
adjustments:

Choose a weight that allows you at least 6-8 reps with great form.

Keep your core engaged, glutes contracted, wrists straight and elbows locked by your sides.

As you bring the barbell down to the bottom position, make sure you are fully extending your
arms to stretch the biceps. You can flex your triceps to ensure that your arms are straightened.

The only moving joint during a bicep curl is your elbow, period. If you find yourself swinging the
bar up and down, lower the weight.

And now, here is a video demonstration of a proper barbell bicep curl.

These kinds of adjustments might force you to lower down the weight but don’t get discouraged.
Fix your form and you’ll allow your biceps to truly shine!

5.Add variety into your bicep routine

Over the years, I’ve learned to incorporate a few things into my workouts to ensure that my
progress doesn’t stop. One of them is variety. If your workouts always consist of the same
exercises, sets, reps and resting periods, you are setting yourself up to hit a plateau.

Now, don’t get me wrong. Even with a training program designed for you, added variety, good
nutrition and enough rest, your progress won’t be linear. Unless you are still in the beginning
stages of lifting i.e. first 1-6 months. You won’t get bigger and stronger week by week and that is
something you need to come to terms with.

This basic chart shows you what progressive overload looks like:
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But how do you add variety to your training program?

Your biceps are simple muscles. They don’t need much complexity to grow. Yet things like
intensity techniques and exercise variety should not be overlooked if you want to keep your
gains coming over time.

Here are a few ways to add variety to your training and most of them can be applied to all
muscle groups:

Do bicep exercises with EZ/straight bars, dumbbells, machines (if your gym has one) cables
and bands.

If you are pressed for time, incorporate different intensity techniques such as: drop sets,
negatives, partial reps, forced reps, and 21’s. Quick and convenient ways to add more training
volume within less time.

Change the grip width on bar-based curls. A wider grip puts more emphasis on the short, inner
head of the biceps. A narrower grip works the long, outer head more (the long head is also
responsible for the peak of your bicep).

Take advantage of different repetition ranges. Do cheat curls with a slow, controlled negative but
also high rep burnout sets.

Doing things like:

a variety of movements for your bicep;
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use different equipment;

train within various repetition ranges;

Are going to ensure that you target both heads more effectively and build more muscle over
time.

6.Use full range of motion

By now, you should know that bicep training needs variety and good form to produce good
results. Not using the full range of motion for your bicep exercises is one of the biggest mistakes
you could be making.

Think of it like this:

If you’re doing a bicep curl and are only going halfway down, you are limiting the benefit of each
rep and are not utilizing the full power of the negative (eccentric) part of the lift.

If you only do 50-75% of the full range of motion, expect to have 50-75% of the results, it’s only
fair.

But you aren’t going to the gym to waste your time and only get half the benefits of training.
That’s why you’re looking for ways to improve your training and see where you might be doing
wrong.

Here are 4 steps to take to ensure that you are performing each bicep exercise with full range of
motion:

Step #1: Put your ego aside and lower the weight if necessary.

Most of the time half-reps are caused by using a weight that you can’t control. Choose a load
that allows you at least 6-8 strict reps with full range of motion and good control.

Step #2: Make sure you are going all the way up and your biceps are contracting.

I often see people stop short of top position and don’t fully contract their biceps. As you bring the
weight to the top position, make sure to squeeze the contraction for 1-2 seconds.

Step #3: Extend your elbows.

To ensure that your biceps get a nice stretch and hit the full range of motion, always make sure
you are extending your arms. You can do this by flexing your triceps which forces your arms to
extend.

Step #4: Put your biceps in a stretched position with the help of your shoulders position.
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We’ve learned that the bicep attaches to the scapula. And because of that, we need to extend
our arms back behind the body to use the full stretch at the bottom. Just like the supinated wrist
is crucial for a full contraction at the top, so it this – for the stretch of the muscle.

Here is a video by Alberto Nunez showing you a practical exercise and technique you can use
to incorporate the full bicep stretch.

Now, I’m not saying that partial reps don’t have their time and place. Such as when you hit
muscle failure. You can continue to do the curl for as many more reps as you can with half or
even 3/4 of your normal range of motion.

You can read this article on partial reps vs. full reps by Bret Contreras for more information on
the topic.

7.Have a separate arm day

This is what trips a lot of people up.

The majority of gym-goers follow the classic back and biceps training split and it is by no means
a bad way to train. But, with this split, your biceps always come as a secondary muscle and
never get their time to shine.

After a tiring back session, your biceps will most likely have 3-6 sets of curls before you call it a
workout.

You may think that doing some bicep work after a tiring back session is enough.

While that’s a good start, this isn’t going to produce the best results for your biceps.

If you go the extra mile by including a separate day for your arms, you will be able to see much
better progress and here’s why:

You can use bigger weights because your biceps will be well rested and not pre-exhausted from
an entire back workout. You can do more exercises that will target each head better and
produce more growth and strength gains in the long run. More volume = more gains.

Here is a personal example:

I used to train chest with triceps and back with biceps for a long time. And, while I did see some
impressive progress with my chest and back, my arms were always coming in second. I could
barely see any progress with them even after months and months of training and eating in a
surplus.

Maybe a quarter inch in 6 whole months. That sucked. And my arms weren’t big, to begin with.
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Once I decided to give my arms their own day, I started noticing that my strength improved and
my arms grew. I gained more size in my arms in the 3 months since I added an arm day than the
full 9 months of bulking before that.

This likely won’t apply to every one of you guys. Some of you may have an easier time gaining
arm size. For you, low volume approach could work well. For me, and for a lot of other guys,
higher volume approach is needed to build big arms.

1 tip to keep in mind if you decide to give your arms their own training day

You need to strategically add your arm day so it doesn’t interfere with your chest and back
routines. Always make sure to have at least 48 hours between your back-arms-chest sessions.

Here is an example 5-day training split from t-nation.com that has its own arm day:

Day 1 (e.g., Monday) – Chest & Calves

Day 2 (e.g., Tuesday) – Back & Abs

Day 3 (e.g., Thursday) – Shoulders & Hams

Day 4 (e.g., Friday) – Quads & Abs

Day 5 (e.g., Saturday) – Arms

And here is an example 4-day training split with its own arm day:

Day 1 (e.g., Monday) – Chest & Back

Day 2 (e.g., Tuesday) – Legs

Day 3 (e.g., Thursday) – Shoulders & Traps

Day 4 (e.g., Friday) – Biceps, Triceps & Forearms

As you can see, the chest-back sessions are properly spaced out from the arm day within these
2 example splits.

Bicep Routine Examples

After everything we’ve covered about bicep training so far, I’d like to end this post with a few
sample bicep routines you can incorporate into your training.

If you train bicep on a separate arm day

Routine #1:
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Exercise #1

Chin-Ups: 3 sets 6-10 reps, if you can do more, add additional weight

Exercise #2

Wide-Grip EZ-Bar Bicep Curls: 3 sets 8-10 reps

Exercise #3

Dumbbell Preacher Curls: 3 sets 10-15 reps

Routine #2:

Exercise #1

Barbell Drag Curl:  3 sets 6-10 reps

Exercise #2

Alternating Dumbbell Bicep Curls: 3 sets 8-12 reps

Exercise #3

Unilateral Low Cable Bicep Curl: 3 sets 10-15 reps

If you train bicep after back

The only difference here is your biceps are already pre-exhausted from all the rowing exercises.
Because of that, you should cut the volume a bit for your biceps to about 6 working sets.

You can use the very same exercises as you would on an arm day.

If you are pressed for time

Being able to spend enough time in the gym and you all your sets one by one is awesome. But,
not everyone has 1+ hour a day to train. To that end, I wanted to give you guys some practical
tips on how to maximize your bicep training in less time.

Since the goal is to maximize training volume and muscle damage, here are my 3
recommendations:

1.Do your bicep exercises in a circuit/superset fashion

Depending on how many bicep exercises you want to do, the goal here would be to do them
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back to back. Meaning, instead of taking a break after you do your normal set, jump right into
the next movement and do a set there.

The first set is going to fatigue your arms and you will have to lower the weight for the next
movements. But, the idea here is to add more work in less time and still get good results.

Do a more difficult exercise first and then jump into something easier.

Here’s an example:

Let’s say you want to do 6 sets for biceps and 2 exercises after training back. Do a set of one
bicep movement and immediately jump into the second exercise. Rest a bit longer (90-120
seconds) and repeat 3 total times.

2.Do dropsets

Drop sets are a simple technique where you perform an exercise and drop the weight as you
get fatigued to keep going and squeeze out more work from your muscles. A drop set can
consist of just one ‘drop’ or many.

For example:

Say you’re curling a pair of 35-pound dumbbells. At the end of the set, drop these and pick up
25s. Do as many repetitions as you can. From there, you can either rest or drop the 25s and
pick even lighter dumbbells to keep on curling.

Muscle failure is relative to the load you’re currently lifting. And, by reducing it once you’re near
exhaustion, you get to build up training volume, cause muscle damage and avoid reaching
failure.

If you are pressed for time, you can reduce the total number of hard sets you do and incorporate
this technique to save time.

3.Pair your bicep and triceps work with supersets

If you find yourself skimping on the arm work, pair up your biceps and triceps to save time.
Since the 2 muscle groups are antagonists to one another, they are perfect to superset together.

Pair your bicep and triceps movements in couples and do them in supersets. Here is an
example arm workout:

Superset #1:

Chin-ups: 3 sets 6-10 reps

Close-Grip Bench Press: 3 sets, 6-10 reps
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Superset #2:

Wide-Grip EZ-Bar Bicep Curls: 3 sets, 8-10 reps

EZ-Bar Skullcrushers: 3 sets, 8-10 reps

Superset #3:

Dumbbell Hammer Curls: 3 sets, 12-15 reps

Unilateral Overhead Dumbbell Tricep Extension: 3 sets, 12-15 reps

This arm workout has a good amount of volume and can be done from start to finish in about 40
minutes.

Conclusion

In the end, it all comes down to the basics. Causing muscle growth is a simple, but difficult
process. It takes time, dedication and consistent effort. But those alone won’t do.

You also need the right knowledge and to apply the consistent effort into the things that will
deliver results. Otherwise, it’s incredibly easy to get lost in the sea of information and waste
months, even years trying to get somewhere.

Hopefully, this post includes everything you’ve ever wanted to know about bicep training and
are now ready to take your game to the next level.

Leave a comment right now and let me know:

What is the one thing you’ve learned from this post and can’t wait to apply into your bicep
training?
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